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Cauchy texts. (Many of the manuscripts and artefacts are held in the “Istituto Faà di Bruno” in Turin, a
religious institution based upon a school that he had founded.) The bibliography of the book is followed
by the name index; however, it is not succeeded by one for subjects, which is a pity given the wide range
of them covered.
Faà di Bruno was born the last of 12 children into an aristocratic and seemingly quite wealthy family.
A social activist, he used his resources to found several institutions, such as a school and a home for
destitute domestic females and another for young mothers. Presumably for these endeavors and for his
religious writings, after the customary wait of 50 years after his death, moves were started in 1928 for
his canonization. The most important qualifying stage of this convoluted process [Woodward, 1990] was
achieved on 25 September 1988, when Pope John Paul II issued a beatification homily. Further progress,
it would seem, needs a miracle!
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I
Peano (1858–1932) passed his career at the University of Turin. He made notable contributions to arith-
metic, mathematical analysis, and aspects of geometry, to the popularization of Hermann Grassmann’s
algebra, and to features of mathematics education. But above all he was a major pioneer of “mathemat-
ical logic”—Peano’s phrase, in the modern sense—both in its own right (including the new Cantorian
set theory) and also in the symbolic and axiomatic formulation of various mathematical theories. For
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greatly varying degrees and periods of active involvement); to develop and present the results he founded
a journal (Rivista di matematica and variant titles, eight volumes, 1891–1906) and edited a directory
(Formulaire de mathématiques and variant titles, five editions, 1895–1908). But sometime during the
1900s he switched his main attention to international languages, quite a popular concern of the time;
uninflected Latin was his preferred language, which he advocated through an Academia pro Interlingua
that he founded in 1908 and ran until his death.
Peano has been well noted in the history of mathematics. His student Ugo Cassina (1897–1964) edited
three volumes of his Opere scelte between 1957 and 1959 and a reprint of the last (1908) edition of the
Formulaire in 1960; he had also written several articles on Peano’s work, and he reprinted most of them
in 1961, in two volumes on the history of mathematics. Peano’s life and work became better known to
English readers thanks to H.C. Kennedy, especially a selected edition of translated writings published in
1973 and a biography in 1980 (with an Italian edition in 1983). Peano’s home town of Cuneo organized in
1953 a conference to celebrate the opening of a new school named after him, and the University of Turin
held one in 1982 for the 50th anniversary of his death, events that led to slim volumes of proceedings in
1955 and 1986, respectively.
The publications under review fulfill a University project directed by Roero, which does Peano proud.
The book starts with five short articles on aspects of his mathematics and mathematical logic. Roero
writes on his encouragement of women students, and Nervo contributes a valuable index of the articles
published in the Rivista.
II
The other article in the book, by Roero and Nervo, surveys the Peano Archive in Cuneo. Apparently
it was given by Cassina to the town library on the occasion of their anniversary meeting. The later
accessibility of this material is somewhat obscure, as Kennedy never found any of it in his research,
which began in collaboration with Cassina (who died soon afterward, however). After sorting out the
manuscripts from a formidable state of disorder and confusion, and using also some documents in
the town museum, the material is now available in the first of the CDs. Each CD presents the texts
in the form of PDF files; access from indexes is made using Acrobat Reader. I emphasize this latter
point, as my friendly Macintosh computer kept reverting to Preview, which is a much less powerful
program.
In Archivio the seed file is “inizio,” which contains a short introduction and links to the main sections.
For correspondence, “indicegen” lists folders for 336 correspondents identified by surname; each folder
contains a chronological index, with links to each individual item, which itself carries a file number. Most
of the files are letters to Peano, but a few drafts by him are also included.
One substantial folder is that for Cassina, with around 70 letters and some Cassina manuscripts. But the
most important mathematical exchange is around 100 letters with the French logician and philosopher
Louis Couturat (1868–1914). The two men discussed not only logic and set theory but also international
languages (where Couturat supported Ido); the latter topic dominates the later exchanges, which ended
in 1910 with an apparent row. I gather from Roero that she has edited these letters as a book that is in
press with the house of Olschki; they increase our knowledge of Couturat, whose own correspondence
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recently in book form as Schmid [2001].
Russell became a fervent supporter of Peano in August 1900 because he attended a session on the new
Peanesque mathematical logic that Couturat organized for the International Congress of Philosophy in
Paris (excellent letters about the planning of the session over the preceding twelvemonth are held in the
Couturat folder). But Russell also exemplifies the limitations of this collection of letters; for Kennedy
[1975] published Peano’s letters to him as held in the Russell Archives in Canada, but the other side of
the exchange is not here. Other missing exchanges include those with Peano’s three closest followers,
Cesare Burali-Forti (two letters to him from Couturat are in the Couturat folder), Alessandro Padoa, and
Mario Pieri. The current location of these manuscripts is not known; further, there does not seem to be
any collected Nachlass for any of these three figures. Perhaps there is material with Peano’s family; at
the 1982 meeting his grandnephew showed me a beautiful pencil sketch of Peano’s head in profile, which
I photographed and later published in Grattan-Guinness [2000, 220].
Another section on the CD is Peano manuscripts, mostly notes on mathematical literature. The other
sections comprise publications for the Academia and information about it, and the reprint of an article of
1999 by Roero in Italian on the “Mathematicians and the international language.”
The editing for the CD is basic. Difficult texts are not transcribed, and no information is provided on
the correspondents, many of whom are not well known (as least within mathematics); quite a few clearly
come from the community on international languages. But we must congratulate the editors on producing
the CD at all, especially given the original disorder of the material.
III
Peano is a tricky customer for the bibliographer, in that he published often and widely, and frequently in
short articles or notes. Cassina built up a large list in connection with his editorship of the Opere, and
Kennedy added quite a few more items in the course of his work. Here Roero has gone still further. In
the CD Opera omnia the seed file is “Peano Opera,” in which her list is divided into four parts: writings;
translations of his writings by others; printed versions of his writings with his autograph annotations; and
attributed writings (not signed, but probably written by him as editor of a journal). Overall more than 470
items are listed, with the last part quite large because of items connected with his work on international
languages. The details of the references include where possible both his signed date of completion and
that of submission to some institution; cross-references are given to the earlier bibliographies, but reprint
information in the Opere is not provided.
Each item is named by a dating code, in the style “1911g.” The CD contains original editions, translations,
and augmented or revised editions that were published during his lifetime; copies of many are kept in
the special Peano Library in the Department of Mathematics at the University of Turin. The texts are
normally displayed in double-page spread.
The editors have also used a collection of published versions from the period 1889–1901 that is held in the
library of the Department of Mathematics in the University of Milan; carrying his autograph annotations,
this assemblage is especially interesting relative to the history of the early editions of the Formulaire.
Some of the annotations are quite extensive; in cases like copies of the Formulaire there are quotations
from others (for example, Cantor) and bibliographical references as well as changes mooted for the next
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final edition (1908); R.C. Archibald bought a copy of this rarity after correspondence with Peano that is
presented in Archivio.
In the CD Riviste the seed file is “PeanoRiviste,” whose text is also available in English. The CD contains
not only the Rivista but also the journals that Peano edited for his Academia. Finally, the folder “Opera”
lists a few items found after the issue of the Opera omnia CD, and also contains their texts.
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The history of mathematics can be approached in any number of different ways: as a chronological
survey; by tracing the development of a particular theme or subject; through exploration of the life and
work of an individual mathematician; or by studying mathematical communities at a particular time and
place. Oxford Figures is perhaps unique in following the story of mathematics in one particular town,
or, to be more precise, one university, over a period of 800 years. Mathematical learning in Oxford
has sometimes flourished strongly enough to be the equal of its counterpart anywhere in Europe; at other
times it has shriveled and almost died. Today it holds its own as a major subject in a world class university.
The story of its periods of growth, decline, and change is told in this book in a series of 15 chapters by 9
authors, each of them an expert in the mathematics of the relevant period.
John North’s chapter on mathematics in Oxford in the 13th and 14th centuries not only is a pleasure to
read in its own right, but in a variety of ways sets the tone for the rest of the book. This is not only in
the style of writing, scholarly yet touched with wit and humor, but also in the breadth of the discussion.
North describes a mathematical world that takes in not only the expected geometry and arithmetic, but
also the practical studies of astronomy, trigonometry, and mechanical instrument-making on the one hand
and painstaking philosophical debate on the nature of velocity or of infinite space on the other. He also
describes a community of scholars, centered for the most part around Merton College, who were all to
